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This English grammar has been specially designed for readers with limited learning time, who wish

to gain command of all the important points of grammar needed for everyday speech and

comprehension, yet who do not wish to be unnecessarily burdened with archaic, highly literary, or

seldom used forms. Summarizing all the major constructions, principles, and basic terminology, this

book will provide readers with a firm foundation in essential English grammar.The text proceeds in

easy, natural steps, beginning with simple sentence structure and advancing logically to more

difficult constructions.Ã‚Â More than 600 practice exercises and solutionsÃ‚Â make this an

excellent home-study text. Organized with clarity and emphasizing explanation rather than rote

memorization, this selective grammar can be used effectively as a course supplement, as an

introduction for beginners, or as a referenceÃ‚Â for students and teachers.
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I have used this book for college freshman and sophmore English classes for many years. It's a

refresher course and adults like it because they can do the exercises at the end of each chapter and

check themselves--answers are in the back of the book. Having said that, high school students will

benefit from it as well. It's small and light, and you'll keep it because it's a good reference book. For

teachers: It is not a replacement for a grammar lesson, nor is it a complete grammar course, but it

hits the high points; the book is well-organized, chapters are short, and Gucker writes well.



If you are like me, English grammar has made you cross-eyed at times. I thought I was just stupid

and would never understand the mysteries of grammar. I got so frustrated in high school, I was

determined to do something about it, and I found this book. Thank God! It is a great book for

teaching yourself the English language. It helps demystify English grammar while addressing some

fairly complex sentence structure -- if you finish the book. And the beauty is it's a fairly small book. I

have now put four home schooled children through this book, and they have done well.

This is a great book if you want to study grammar without any unnecessary complications. Each

chapter is very brief and the contents are to the point. The author uses plethora of examples to

explain different forms of grammar. Very easy to understand and the chapters are logically

arranged. But that does not constrain you from making references to a particular topic if you need to

do so. Nevertheless, if you want to reap the maximum benefit from this book, my candid advice is

that you read it from the beginning. You can complete the entire book within a week. End of chapter

exercises will help you to ascertain whether you have mastered the subject matter covered in a

chapter. The answers are given at the end of the book. Overall, I can give an "excellent" rating to

this book without any reservations.

This is a very readable, understandable, and well organized self-study course in English grammar.

Part 1 contains 19 chapters of basic grammar with practice exercises at the end of each chapter,

and a dictionary of terms in chapter 20. Part II, "Putting Grammar to Work," is a very valuable 11

chapter section of further study and practice exercises on what was taught in Part I. I learned a lot

from this book and would highly recommend it to anyone who wants to get a good grasp on English

grammar. This is a book I will review from time to time to refresh my memory and will use as a

reference when I have questions.I bought this book to brush up on my English grammar. I learned

English grammar in high school, I THOUGHT, but after studying this book, I now wonder what I

really learned, or if I learned much at all. Although I have a gut-feeling about correct grammar from

the many good books I have read, I now realize that while I may have picked up a lot of good

grammar just in the course of my reading, there are many nuances that I have not understood.I plan

to buy a few more grammar books with practice exercises to get more experience, however, this

book has been an excellent place to start and will remain a valuable resource in my library. I also

plan to buy a few books that explain proper punctuation and general English composition. Please

excuse all grammatical and punctuation mistakes in this review; I am still learning!



came on time and high quality. Would recommend

Excellent synthesis.

I use this book in class where page numbers are a helpful guide to keep up. I find my self always

looking at the paper version to find my place. As a result my note taking falls behind. It would be

helpful if kindle fixes this issue

Excellent,Trustworthy Seller.Item As Described.Fast Delivery,Fair Prices. TY
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